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Logistics

WA1 grades posted. 

Project idea document is posted. Feel free to work on your own idea too. 
• The link is on the assignment page 

• Can work in groups of 2 

• Submit a one-page proposal describing what you want to work on by Oct. 26, 11:30 AM.
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Image Signal 
Processing 

(Signal reconstruction)

The Roadmap

Optics 
(Gather light)

Image Sensing 
(Optical to electrical 

signal transformation)

Computer Vision 
(Semantics 

understanding)

Human Visual 
System 

(Eye, visual cortex)

Display 
(Generating lights)

Physical Scene 
(Objects, lights)

Modeling 
(Scene, optics)

Rendering 
(Simulating light 

transport/lenses/etc.)

Video/Image 
De/Compression

Cloud/Storage
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The Roadmap
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Theoretical Preliminaries

Human Visual Systems

Color in Nature, Arts, Tech 
(a.k.a., the birth, life, and death of light)

Digital Camera Imaging

Modeling and Rendering

Applications

Optics in Camera

Image Sensor
Image Signal Processing

Image/Video Compression

Immersive Content



Digital Cameras
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Light “RAW” 
Pixels

Optics

Photo Image Signal 
Processing

https://ph.priceprice.com/Google-Pixel-XL-18713/news/Google-Pixel-XL-Repair-1939/

Sensor

https://ph.priceprice.com/Google-Pixel-XL-18713/news/Google-Pixel-XL-Repair-1939/
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Why Do Cameras 
Need Lenses Anyway?



Just Expose Sensor to Scene Without Optics

�7https://www.azosensors.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=1883



Just Expose Sensor to Scene Without Optics
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Just Expose Sensor to Scene Without Optics
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Scene Sensor



Pinhole Camera

Ideally: Each pixel on the sensor gets 
light from only one scene point. 

Use a very small hole as the aperture.
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SensorScene

Focal length

https://ondupinhole.com/products/8x10-giant-pinhole-camera



Pinhole Camera

Ideally: Each pixel on the sensor gets 
light from only one scene point. 

Use a very small hole as the aperture.
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Pinhole size: 0.45mm 
Focal length:126mm

SensorScene

Focal length

https://ondupinhole.com/products/8x10-giant-pinhole-camera



Long Exposure Time

A small pinhole allows only very small 
amount of light to enter, requiring very 
long exposure time; impractical for 
many scenarios.
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Long Exposure Time ☞ Motion Blur
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Long Exposure Time ☞ Motion Blur
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�12https://woub.org/2017/10/20/create-your-own-pinhole-camera-at-daco-with-artist-daniel-king/https://civilwar150pinholeproject.com/pinhole-cameras/



Large Pinhole?
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Scene Sensor

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dominicspics/4589206921



Large Pinhole?
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Scene Sensor

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dominicspics/4589206921



Large Pinhole?
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Scene Sensor

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dominicspics/4589206921

What’s 
happening here?



Not All Blurs Are Created Equal
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Motion BlurBlur From Large Aperture 
(“Defocus” Blur)

https://www.quora.com/Why-do-pinhole-camera-images-lose-image-clarity-when-the-aperture-size-is-increased



Imaging With a Convex Lens
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A point in the scene emits (or reflects) 
rays in all directions. 

• A pinhole camera captures just one ray 
from the point. 

A convex lens captures/focuses a lot of 
rays from the same point and sends 
them to the same pixel on the sensor.

ff



The Image is the Same As With a Pinhole Camera

If in focus, the captured image is the 
geometrically the same as the one 
captured by a pinhole camera, but 
brighter given the same exposure time.

• …under the thin lens and paraxial 
approximations (later)
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geometrically the same as the one 
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The Image is the Same As With a Pinhole Camera

If in focus, the captured image is the 
geometrically the same as the one 
captured by a pinhole camera, but 
brighter given the same exposure time.

• …under the thin lens and paraxial 
approximations (later)

• Both are perspective projection

This’s why we can approximate image 
formation process of a lens-based 
camera using a pinhole camera model.

�16
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Making Convex Lens

The simplest way: combining two spherical lenses, which are easy to make.
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 5.2  Lenses 163

Using the law of cosines in triangles SAC and ACP along with 
the fact that cos w = -cos(180° - w), we get

/o = [R2 + (so + R)2 - 2R(so + R) cos w]1>2
and /i = [R2 + (si - R)2 + 2R(si - R) cos w]1>2 

The OPL can be rewritten as

OPL = n1[R2 + (so + R)2 - 2R(so + R) cos w]1>2
 + n2[R2 + (si - R)2 + 2R(si - R) cos w]1>2
All the quantities in the diagram (si, so, R, etc.) are positive 
numbers, and these form the basis of a sign convention that is 
gradually unfolding and to which we shall return time and again 
(see Table 5.1). Inasmuch as the point-A moves at the end of a 
fixed radius (i.e., R 5 constant), w is the position variable, and 
thus setting d(OPL)>dw = 0, via Fermat’s Principle we have

 
n1R(so + R) sin w

2/o
-

n2R(si - R) sin w
2/i

= 0 (5.4)

from which it follows that

 
n1

/o
+

n2

/i
= 1

R
 an2si

/i
-

n1so

/o
b (5.5)

become more spherical (see photo). Such surfaces are com-
monly generated in batches by automatic grinding and polish-
ing machines.

Not surprisingly, the vast majority of quality lenses in use 
today have surfaces that are segments of spheres. Our intent 
here is to establish techniques for using such surfaces to simul-
taneously image a great many object points in light composed 
of a broad range of frequencies. Image errors, known as aber-
rations, will occur, but it is possible with the present technology 
to construct high-quality spherical lens systems whose aberra-
tions are so well controlled that image fidelity is limited only by 
diffraction.

Figure 5.6 depicts a wave from the point source S imping-
ing on a spherical interface of radius R centered at C. The 
point-V is called the vertex of the surface. The length so = SV 
is known as the object distance. The ray SA will be refracted 
at the interface toward the local normal (n2 7 n1) and there-
fore toward the central or optical axis. Assume that at some 
point-P the ray will cross the axis, as will all other rays inci-
dent at the same angle ui (Fig. 5.7). The length si = VP is the 
image distance. Fermat’s Principle maintains that the optical 
path length OPL will be stationary; that is, its derivative with 
respect to the position variable will be zero. For the ray in 
question,

 OPL = n1/o + n2/i (5.3)

Polishing a spherical lens. (Optical Society of America)

R

A

PC
V

S

!o !i

siso

n 1 n 2

h
w
ut

ur

ui

Figure 5.6  
Refraction at a 
spherical interface. 
Conjugate foci.

S

P

Figure 5.7  Rays incident at the same angle.

TABLE 5.1  Sign Convention for Spherical Refracting 
Surfaces and Thin Lenses* (Light Entering from the Left)

so, ƒo 1 left of V

xo 1 left of Fo

si, ƒi 1 right of V

xi 1 right of Fi

R 1 if C is right of V

yo, yi 1 above optical axis

*This table anticipates the imminent introduction of a few quantities not yet  
spoken of.
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Optics, Hecht, 5edhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens



Aperture

Aperture limits the amount of light 
that pass through the lens. 

Amount of photons allowed 
through is proportional to the 
aperture area (radius2) 

Aperture size has implications on 
exposure time, motion blur, and 
depth of field (more on this later).
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 5.3 Stops 183

limits the breadth of the beam of light coming from an axial 
object point as it passes through the system. The adjustable 
leaf diaphragm that is usually located behind the first few  
elements of a compound camera lens is just such an aperture 
stop. Evidently, it determines the light-gathering capability of 
the lens as a whole. As shown in Fig. 5.43, highly oblique 
rays can still enter a system of this sort. Usually, however, they 
are deliberately restricted in order to control the quality of the  
image. 

The element limiting the size or angular breadth of the object 
that can be imaged by the system is called the field stop, or 
F.S.—it determines the field of view of the instrument. In a 
camera, the edge of the film or CCD sensor bounds the image 
plane and serves as the field stop. Thus, while the aperture stop 
controls the number of rays from an object point reaching the 
conjugate image point (Fig. 5.43), it is the field stop that will or 
will not obstruct those rays in toto. Neither the region above the 
top nor the region below the bottom of the object in Fig. 5.43 
passes the field stop. Opening the circular aperture stop would 
cause the system to accept a larger energy cone and in so doing 
increase the irradiance at each image point. In contrast, opening 
the field stop would allow the regions beyond the extremities of 
the object, which were previously blocked, to be imaged.

5.3.2 Entrance and Exit Pupils

Another concept, useful in determining whether or not a given 
ray will traverse the entire optical system, is the pupil. This is 
simply an image of the aperture stop. The entrance pupil of a 
system is the image of the aperture stop as seen from an axial 
point on the object looking through those elements preceding 
the stop. If there are no lenses between the object and the A.S., 
the latter itself serves as the entrance pupil. To illustrate the point, 
examine Fig. 5.44, which is a lens with a rear aperture stop. 
Imagine your eye on the axis to the left of the lens in the object 
space looking to the right through the lens at the aperture stop. 
The image you see, whether real or virtual, is the entrance  

The phasors placed tip-to-tail will gradually spiral, and the net 
probability amplitude will initially diminish quickly, but not 
discontinuously so. Notice that the probability distribution is 
not a single infinitesimally narrow spike; the light cannot be 
focused to a point. The phasors for off-axis points cannot all at 
once add to zero; what happens, happens gradually and contin-
uously. The resulting circularly symmetric probability distribu-
tion, I(r) , is known as the Airy pattern (p. 490).

5.3 Stops

5.3.1 Aperture and Field Stops

The intrinsically finite nature of all lenses demands that they 
collect only a fraction of the energy emitted by a point source. 
The physical limitation presented by the periphery of a simple 
lens therefore determines which rays shall enter the system to 
form an image. In that respect, the unobstructed or clear diam-
eter of the lens functions as an aperture into which energy 
flows. Any element, be it the rim of a lens or a separate dia-
phragm, that determines the amount of light reaching the image 
is known as the aperture stop (abbreviated A.S.). The aperture 
stop of an optical system is the particular physical entity that 
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Figure 5.42  Feynman’s analysis of the thin lens via QED. (a) A number 
of possible paths from S to P. (b) The OPL for light along each path.  
(c) The corresponding probability-amplitude phasors all adding in-phase.

A.S. F.S.

Figure 5.43  Aperture stop and field stop.
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https://newatlas.com/aperture-camera-photography-guide/47388/


Shutter

Shutter controls how sensor is exposed to light 

Mechanical shutter: 
• Sensor is unexposed to light normally 

• Shutter mechanically opens to expose sensor to light 

• Shutter open size dictates exposure time 

• Focal plane shutter is common these days; inherently a rolling shutter 

Electronic shutter (next lecture): 
• Sensor is always exposed to light 

• The pixel circuit resets/drains a pixel’s charges to prepare for a capture 

• Can be either rolling or global shutter
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Mechanical Shutter

�20

Leaf shutter (usually at the aperture plane) Focal plane shutter (at the focal plane)

https://newatlas.com/aperture-camera-photography-guide/47388/ https://www.juzaphoto.com/article.php?l=it&t=mechanical_and_electronic_shutter

Movement

Size changes

https://newatlas.com/aperture-camera-photography-guide/47388/
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Kanazawa & NgCS184/284A

Focal Plane Shutter (Fast Exposures)

The Slow Mo Guys, https://youtu.be/CmjeCchGRQo

Inherently a rolling shutterMovement

Exposure time is dictated by 
the shutter open size

Open 
Size
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Modeling Lens 
Behaviors



Why Does Convex Lens Focus Light?

Lenses don’t magically bend lights. 

Lights change direction going through 
media of different refractive indices. 

• Air to glass and glass to air again here. 

• Again, lights changing direction at medium 
interface is macroscopic behavior of particles 
scattering photons with interference. 

�23https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lens



Snell’s Law
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n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2

nair ~ 1

nglass > 1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law

“Snel has his name mis-spelled for 
a couple hundred years now.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snell%27s_law


Snell’s Law in Action
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182 Chapter 5 Geometrical Optics

Observe that if dS 0, that is, the lenses are brought into 
contact, as in the case of some achromatic doublets,

 b.f.l. = f.f.l =
ƒ2ƒ1

ƒ2 + ƒ1
 (5.37)

For two thin lenses in contact the resultant thin lens has an  
effective focal length, ƒ, such that

 
1
ƒ

= 1
ƒ1

+ 1
ƒ2

 (5.38)

This implies that if there are N such lenses in contact,

 
1
ƒ

= 1
ƒ1

+ 1
ƒ2

+ g+  
1
ƒN

   (5.39)

Many of these conclusions can be verified, at least qualita-
tively, with a few simple lenses. Figure 5.36 is easy to duplicate, 
and the procedure should be self-evident, whereas Fig. 5.38  
requires a bit more care. First, determine the focal lengths of the 
two lenses by imaging a distant source. Then hold one of the 
lenses (L2) at a fixed distance slightly greater than its focal 
length from the plane of observation (i.e., a piece of white pa-
per). Now comes the maneuver that requires some effort if you 
don’t have an optical bench. Move the second lens (L1) toward 
the source, keeping it reasonably centered. Without any at-
tempts to block out light entering L2 directly, you will probably 
see a blurred image of your hand holding L1. Position the lenses 
so that the region on the screen corresponding to L1 is as bright 
as possible. The scene spread across L1 (i.e., its image within 
the image) will become clear and erect, as in Fig. 5.38.

QED and the Lens

One excellent reason for deriving the basic equations of this 
chapter from Fermat’s Principle is that it keeps us thinking in 
terms of optical path lengths, and that naturally leads to the 

10 cm

(a)

(b)

b.f.l.

L1 L2

Figure 5.41  (a) A positive and negative thin-lens combination, (b) photo (E.H.)

Feynman treatment of Quantum Electrodynamics. Keep in 
mind that many physicists consider their theories to be noth-
ing more than the conceptual machinery for calculating the 
results of observations. And no matter how sophisticated a 
theory is, it must be in agreement with even the most “ordi-
nary” observation. Thus to see how the operation of a lens fits 
into the QED worldview, return to Fig. 4.80 and the mirror for 
a brief review.

Light goes from point S to the mirror to point P along a 
tremendous number of possible routes. Classically, we note 
that the OPLs are different as, therefore, are the traversal times. 
In QED, each path has an associated probability amplitude 
(which has a phase angle proportional to the traversal time). 
When these are all summed, the most effective contribution to 
the overall probability of light arriving at P is seen to come 
from the paths immediately adjacent to the one that has the 
minimum OPL.

For a lens (Fig. 5.42) the situation is very different. We can 
again approximate things by dividing the device into a man-
ageable number of segments with a possible light path, and 
therefore a tiny probability amplitude, corresponding to each 
one. Of course, there should be a lot more than 17 paths, so 
think of each of these as representing a cluster of billions of 
neighboring trajectories—the logic doesn’t change. Each path 
has a little probability-amplitude phasor associated with it. Be-
cause the lens was designed specifically to make all the OPLs 
equal, a plot of OPL (or equivalently the transit times) against 
distance across the breadth of the lens is a straight line. Conse-
quently, a photon takes the same time to traverse any one path; 
all the phasors (each assumed to be the same size) have the 
same phase angle. Thus, they all contribute equally to the like-
lihood of a photon arriving at P. Putting the phasors tip-to-tail 
results in a very large net amplitude, which when squared 
yields a very high probability of light reaching P via the lens. 
In the language of QED, a lens focuses light, by causing all 
the constituent probability amplitudes to have the same phase 
angle.

For other points in the plane containing P that are close to 
the optical axis, the phase angles will differ proportionately. 

M05_HECH6933_05_GE_C05.indd   182 08/09/16   8:44 PM
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Waveguide

When lights goes from glass to air and when 𝛉1 is large enough, there will be 
no refraction, and we get “total internal reflection.” 

~how optical fibers work.
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Light-propagation-in-a-waveguide-due-to-total-internal-reflection_fig14_274666441
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/principles_of_communication/principles_of_optical_fiber_communications.htm

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Light-propagation-in-a-waveguide-due-to-total-internal-reflection_fig14_274666441
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/principles_of_communication/principles_of_optical_fiber_communications.htm


Aside: Gravitational Lens

�27https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_lens



�28https://newatlas.com/space/james-webb-space-telescope-gravitational-lensing/

Aside: Gravitational LensAside: Gravitational Lens



�29https://hubblesite.org/contents/articles/gravitational-lensing

Hubble

https://newatlas.com/space/james-webb-space-telescope-gravitational-lensing/

James Webber



Geometrical Modeling of Lens Behaviors
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Geometrical Modeling of Lens Behaviors
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Geometrical Modeling of Lens Behaviors
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Assumption 1: Thin Lens Assumption
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Assumption 2: Paraxial Assumption
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n2n1 n1

𝛿
𝛾

𝜇2 𝜃2𝜃1

𝛼
𝛽

𝜇1

u v
ϕ

So 𝜃1, 𝜃2, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, 𝜑, 𝜇1, 𝜇2 are all small angles. 

For a small angle 𝛼: sin(𝛼) ~= tan(𝛼) ~= 𝛼; cos(𝛼) ~= 1.

Consider only rays staying close to the optical axis.

n2 sin δ = n1 sin γ
δ = μ2 + ϕ γ = μ2 + θ2

sin μ2 =
h2

R2
tan θ2 =

h2

v

n1 sin α = n2 sin β
α = θ1 + μ1 β = μ1 − ϕ

sin μ1 =
h1

R1
tan θ1 =

h1

u



Lens Marker’s Equation

Observe that v depends only on u 
regardless of the path the ray takes 
(for a given camera)
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Lens Marker’s Equation

Observe that v depends only on u 
regardless of the path the ray takes 
(for a given camera)
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Lens Marker’s Equation

Observe that v depends only on u 
regardless of the path the ray takes 
(for a given camera)

• So all rays from an on-axis point 
focus at the same point
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Lens Marker’s Equation

Observe that v depends only on u 
regardless of the path the ray takes 
(for a given camera)

• So all rays from an on-axis point 
focus at the same point

• In reality, only paraxial rays follow this 
(more later)
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Lens Marker’s Equation
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Gauss’ Lens Equation
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1
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=
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n1
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1
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+
1
R2

) =
1
f

That is, incident rays parallel to optical 
axis converge at the same point

n2n1 n1

f

u → ∞

Where parallel rays converge is 
defined as the focal point
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Gauss’ Lens Equation
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Simple “Rules” for Ideal Lens

Under thin lens and paraxial ray approximations:

�39
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Simple “Rules” for Ideal Lens

Under thin lens and paraxial ray approximations:
• Rays parallel to the optical axis always pass through the focal point on the other side.
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Simple “Rules” for Ideal Lens

Under thin lens and paraxial ray approximations:
• Rays parallel to the optical axis always pass through the focal point on the other side.

• Rays passing through the focal point will be parallel on the other side.
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Simple “Rules” for Ideal Lens

Under thin lens and paraxial ray approximations:
• Rays parallel to the optical axis always pass through the focal point on the other side.

• Rays passing through the focal point will be parallel on the other side.

• Rays passing through the optical center won’t change direction if the lens is symmetric.
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Ideal Lens

Move the sensor plane to focus on scene 
points at different distances. 

• This is how camera auto-focus works (later) 

• Or equivalently move the lens

�40
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Focal Points and Planes

Figure 5.16 summarizes some of the situations described ana-
lytically by Eq. 5.16. Observe that if a lens of index nl is im-
mersed in a medium of index nm,

 
1
ƒ

= (nlm - 1) a 1
R1

- 1
R2

b (5.18)

The focal lengths in (a) and (b) of Fig. 5.16 are equal, because 
the same medium exists on either side of the lens. Since nl 7 nm, 
it follows that nlm 7 1. In both cases R1 7 0 and R2 6 0, so that 
each focal length is positive. We have a real object in (a) and a 
real image in (b). In (c), nl 6 nm, and consequently f is negative. 
In (d ) and (e), nlm 7 1 but R1 6 0, whereas R2 7 0, so ƒ  is 
again negative, and the object in one case and the image in the 
other are virtual. In (ƒ ), nlm 6 1, yielding an ƒ 7 0.

Notice that in each instance it is particularly convenient to 
draw a ray through the center of the lens, which, because it is 
perpendicular to both surfaces, is undeviated. Suppose, instead, 
that an off-axis paraxial ray emerges from the lens parallel to its 
incident direction, as in Fig. 5.17. We maintain that all such rays 

whereas if instead it arrives at the curved surface (R1 = +50, 
R2 = ∞),

1
ƒ

= (1.5 - 1) a 1
+50

- 1
∞
b

and in either case ƒ = 100 mm. If an object is alternately placed 
at distances 600 mm, 200 mm, 150 mm, 100 mm, and 50 mm 
from the lens on either side, we can find the image points from 
Eq. (5.17). First, with so = 600 mm

si =
soƒ

so - ƒ
=

(600)(100)
600 - 100

and si = 120 mm. Similarly, the other image distances are  
200 mm, 300 mm, ∞ , and -100 mm, respectively.

Interestingly enough, when so = ∞ , si = ƒ ; as so decreases, 
si increases positively until so = ƒ  and si is negative thereafter. 
Figure 5.15 shows this behavior pictorially. The lens is capa-
ble of adding a certain amount of convergence to the rays. As 
the divergence of the incident light increases, the lens is less 
able to pull the rays together and point-P moves farther to the 
right.

You can qualitatively check this out with a simple convex 
lens and a small electric light—the high-intensity variety is 
probably the most convenient. Standing as far as you can 
from the source, project a clear image of it onto a white 
sheet of paper. You should be able to see the lamp quite 
clearly and not just as a blur. That image distance approxi-
mates ƒ . Now move the lens in toward S, adjusting si to pro-
duce a clear image. It will surely increase. As soS ƒ , a clear 
image of the lamp can be projected, but only on an increas-
ingly distant screen. For so 6 ƒ , there will just be a blur 
where the farthest wall intersects the diverging cone of rays—
the image is virtual.

The actual wavefronts of a diverging lightwave partially focused by a  
lens. The photo shows five exposures, each separated by about 100 ps 
(i.e., 100 * 10-12 s), of a spherical pulse 10 ps long as it swept by and 
through a converging lens. The picture was made using a holographic  
technique. (N.H. Abramson)
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Figure 5.15  Conjugate object and image points for a thin convex lens.
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Ideal Lens

Move the sensor plane to focus on scene 
points at different distances. 

• This is how camera auto-focus works (later) 

• Or equivalently move the lens 

The greater the curvature, the shorter the 
focal length and the more “optical power”. 

• Need higher optical power to focus on closer 
objects.
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Finite Imagery

Thus far we’ve treated the mathematical abstraction of a single-
point source. Now let’s deal with the fact that a great many such 
points combine to form a continuous finite object (Fig. 5.2). For 
the moment, imagine the object to be a segment of a sphere, so , 
centered on C, as in Fig. 5.21. If so  is close to the spherical in-
terface, point-S will have a virtual image P (si 6 0 and there-
fore on the left of V). With S farther away, its image will be real  
(si 7 0 and therefore on the right-hand side). In either case, 
each point on so  has a conjugate point on si lying on a straight 
line through C. Within the restrictions of paraxial theory, these 
surfaces can be considered planar. Thus a small planar object 
normal to the optical axis will be imaged into a small planar 
region also normal to that axis. Note that if so  is moved out to 
infinity, the cone of rays from each source point will become 
collimated (i.e., parallel), and the image points will lie on the 
focal plane (Fig. 5.19).

By cutting and polishing the right side of the piece depicted 
in Fig. 5.21, we can construct a thin lens. Once again, the image 
(si in Fig. 5.21) formed by the first surface of the lens will serve 
as the object for the second surface, which in turn will generate 
a final image. Suppose then that si in Fig. 5.21a is the object for 

focus all incident parallel bundles of rays* onto a surface called 
the second or back focal plane, as in Fig. 5.19. Here each point 
on s is located by the undeviated ray through O. Similarly, the 
first or front focal plane contains the object focus Fo .

There is another practical observation about lenses that’s 
worth introducing before we move on, and that concerns the re-
lationship between shape and focal length. Return to Eq. (5.16), 
which deals with the physical characteristics of a lens and, for 
simplicity, consider an equiconvex lens for which R1 = -R2 = R. 
The equation then becomes ƒ = R>2(n l - 1) and we see imme-
diately that the smaller the radius of the lens, that is, the squatter 
it is, the shorter will be its focal length. A nearly flat lens will 
have a long focal length, whereas a small sphere (hardly a “thin 
lens”) will have a tiny focal length. Of course, the greater the 
curvature (1>R) of each interface, the greater the bending of the 
rays, as shown in Fig. 5.20. Also keep in mind that ƒ is inversely 
proportional to n l, a fact we’ll come back to later on when deal-
ing with aberrations. If having a flatter lens is desirable, one 
need only increase its index of refraction while increasing R, 
thereby leaving the focal length unchanged.

Fo FiO

f
s

Focal
plane

Figure 5.19  The focal plane of a lens.

f

Figure 5.20  The greater the curvature (1>R), the shorter the focal length.

*Perhaps the earliest literary reference to the focal properties of a lens appears in 
Aristophanes’ play, The Clouds, which dates back to 423 B.C.E. In it Strepsiades 
plots to use a burning-glass to focus the Sun’s rays onto a wax tablet and thereby 
melt out the record of a gambling debt.

s

C

Figure 5.18  Focusing of several ray bundles.

Beams of light brought to a focus by a positive lens. (E.H.)
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Optics in Human Eyes
114 S. M. LaValle: Virtual Reality

Figure 4.25: A ray of light travels through five media before hitting the retina. The
indices of refraction are indicated. Considering Snell’s law, the greatest bending
occurs due to the transition from air to the cornea. Note that once the ray enters
the eye, it passes through only liquid or solid materials.

Figure 4.26: Normal eye operation, with relaxed lens.

Figure 4.27: A closer object yields diverging rays, but with a relaxed lens, the
image is blurry on the retina.

Virtual Reality, S. M. LaValle

4.4. THE HUMAN EYE 115

Figure 4.28: The process of accommodation: The eye muscles pull on the lens,
causing it to increase the total optical power and focus the image on the retina.

Figure 4.29: Placing a convex lens in front of the eye is another way to increase
the optical power so that nearby objects can be brought into focus by the eye.
This is the principle of reading glasses.

The optical power of the eye The outer diameter of the eyeball is roughly
24mm, which implies that a lens of at least 40D would be required to cause con-
vergence of parallel rays onto the retina center inside of the eye (recall diopters
from Section 4.2). There are effectively two convex lenses: The cornea and the
lens. The cornea is the outermost part of the eye where the light first enters and
has the greatest optical power, approximately 40D. The eye lens is less powerful
and provides an additional 20D. By adding diopters, the combined power of the
cornea and lens is 60D, which means that parallel rays are focused onto the retina
at a distance of roughly 17mm from the outer cornea. Figure 4.26 shows how this
system acts on parallel rays for a human with normal vision. Images of far away
objects are thereby focused onto the retina.

Accommodation What happens when we want to focus on a nearby object,
rather than one “infinitely far” away? Without any changes to the optical system,
the image would be blurry on the retina, as shown in Figure 4.27. Fortunately,
and miraculously, the lens changes its diopter to accommodate the closer distance.
This process is appropriately called accommodation, as is depicted in Figure 4.28.
The diopter change is effected through muscles that pull on the lens to change its
shape. In young children, the lens can increase its power by an additional 15 to
20D, which explains why a child might hold something right in front of your face
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The optical power of the eye The outer diameter of the eyeball is roughly
24mm, which implies that a lens of at least 40D would be required to cause con-
vergence of parallel rays onto the retina center inside of the eye (recall diopters
from Section 4.2). There are effectively two convex lenses: The cornea and the
lens. The cornea is the outermost part of the eye where the light first enters and
has the greatest optical power, approximately 40D. The eye lens is less powerful
and provides an additional 20D. By adding diopters, the combined power of the
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at a distance of roughly 17mm from the outer cornea. Figure 4.26 shows how this
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objects are thereby focused onto the retina.

Accommodation What happens when we want to focus on a nearby object,
rather than one “infinitely far” away? Without any changes to the optical system,
the image would be blurry on the retina, as shown in Figure 4.27. Fortunately,
and miraculously, the lens changes its diopter to accommodate the closer distance.
This process is appropriately called accommodation, as is depicted in Figure 4.28.
The diopter change is effected through muscles that pull on the lens to change its
shape. In young children, the lens can increase its power by an additional 15 to
20D, which explains why a child might hold something right in front of your face

Reading glass

Eye lenses “accommodate” to focus 
on objects of different distances



When Object is Closer Than f
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Inasmuch as the image distance is negative, si = -(L - /), and

 MP =
do

L
 [1 + !(L - /)] (5.76)

! of course being the power of the magnifier (1>ƒ ). There are 
three situations of particular interest: (1) When / = ƒ  the mag-
nifying power equals do!. (2) When / is effectively zero,

[MP]/ =  0 = do a1
L

+ !b
In that case the largest value of MP corresponds to the smallest 
value of L, which, if vision is to be clear, must equal do. Thus

 [MP]/ =  0 = do! + 1 (5.77)
 L =  do

magnifier, was unearthed in 1885 among the ruins of the palace 
of King Sennacherib (705–681 b.c.e.) of Assyria.

Evidently, it would be desirable for the lens to form a magni-
fied, erect image. Furthermore, the rays entering the normal eye 
should not be converging. Table 5.3 (p. 173) immediately sug-
gests placing the object within the focal length (i.e., so 6 ƒ ). The 
result is shown in Fig. 5.102. Because of the relatively tiny size 
of the eye’s pupil, it will almost certainly always be the aperture 
stop, and as in Fig. 5.44 (p. 184), it will also be the exit pupil.

The magnifying power, MP, or equivalently, the angular 
magnification, MA, of a visual instrument is defined as the ratio 
of the size of the retinal image as seen through the instrument 
over the size of the retinal image as seen by the unaided eye at 
normal viewing distance. The latter is generally taken as the 
distance to the near point, do. The ratio of angles aa and au 
(which are made by chief rays from the top of the object in the 
instance of the aided and unaided eye, respectively) is equiva-
lent to MP, that is,

 MP =
aa

au
 (5.75)

Keeping in mind that we are restricted to the paraxial region, 
tan aa = yi>L ≈ aa and tan au = yo>do ≈ au, so

MP =
yi do

yoL

wherein yi and yo are above the axis and positive. If we make do 
and L positive quantities, MP will be positive, which is quite 
reasonable. When we use Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) for MT along 
with the Gaussian Lens Formula, the expression becomes

MP = -  
si do

soL
= a1 -

si

ƒ
b 

do

L

Figure 5.102  (a) An unaided view of an object. (b) The aided view 
through a magnifying glass. (c) A positive lens used as a magnifying 
glass. The object is less than one focal length from the lens.
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A positive lens used as a magnifying glass. (E.H.)
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Virtual Reality Display

�45The Light Field Stereoscope, SIGGRAPH 2015



Lenses in Virtual Reality Display

�46https://www.tomshardware.com/news/virtual-reality-lens-basics-vr,36182.htmlhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdQr4T5wN8



Lenses in Virtual Reality Display

�46https://www.tomshardware.com/news/virtual-reality-lens-basics-vr,36182.html

Google Cardboard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VdQr4T5wN8



Lens in Virtual Reality Display
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VR Lens

Physical display

Virtual display

This is how far you think the object is

Eye lens

Eye relief



Magnification
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Magnification
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Increasing Focal Length
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Increasing Focal Length Reduces Field of View
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Focal Length vs. Field of View vs. Magnification

�54https://infocusfilmschool.com/how-to-use-lenses-in-film/focal-length-and-angle-of-view-guide/
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Focal Length vs. Field of View
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The Basics of Interchangeable Lenses

Figure-3

Photo 1
Photographed using an EF 28-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM

28mm

50mm

135mm

subject being photographed.
The angle of view is expressed as the angle of the range being
photographed, so it is generally shown as the angle of the
diagonal direction. Naturally, the image captured by the lens
is circular—not a rectangle the size of the focal plane—and this
image is called an “image circle.” The image that is actually
photographed is taken from the center of the image circle
(Figure-2).
In the case of a 35mm camera, the angle of view (diagonal
view angle) is 180° using a 15mm fisheye lens, 46° using a
50mm lens, 24° for a 100mm lens, 12° for a 200mm lens, and
about 4° for a 600mm telephoto lens, so the longer the focal
length, the narrower the angle of view (Figure-3). The angle of
view becomes approximately 1/2 when the focal length is x2

and the photographed area becomes 1/4.
Photo 1 shows photographs taken using 28mm, 50mm, and
135mm focal lengths. The composition changes dramatically
from a wide view showing the table and surrounding area to
a close-up of the subject.

12 4

Screen change in accordance with focal length

15mm (fisheye) 14mm

35mm2 8mm

100mm 135mm

600mm400mm



Focal Length vs. Field of View
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The Basics of Interchangeable Lenses
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Telephoto Cameras

A panorama (formed from Greek πᾶν "all" + ὅραμα "sight") is any wide-
angle view or representation of a physical space
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Real Lenses are Very Complex

�59https://www.scribd.com/article/372092140/Anatomy-Of-Alens
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Photo-2  Actual Lens Barrel Design Example (Structure)

Figure-11
Cross-Section of the EF 24-70mm f/2.8L USM

Photo-4 Precision Zoom Cam Lens Barrel

Photo-3  Actual Computer-aided Lens Design Example (Optical)

Next, with this lens it is necessary to eliminate the aberration
fluctuations caused by the focusing movement of the 1st
group. To do this, one element is added to the 1st group. Since
the 2nd group shoulders most of the burden of magnification,
it must be powerful and since it is also the focusing group,
aberration fluctuation caused by zooming and focusing must
be thoroughly eliminated. Two elements – one positive, one
negative – are added to make it a three-element group. The
3rd group absorbs the dispersed light from the 2nd group, so
a negative lens is added to correct axial colour aberration and
spherical aberration, making it a 2-element group. In this
manner, the minimum number of lens elements is
determined and the result of several repeated automated
design cycles can be seen in Figure-6. From this it can be seen
that the convergence of the light rays has improved greatly.
Finally, to better correct the comatic astigmatic aberration at
wide angles, an aspherical element is added to the imaging
surface side of the 4th group, where the light ray groups are
relatively far outside the light axis.

Once the final lens construction is
determined, all desired specifications such
as shooting distance, aperture and focal
length are added into the equation and the
automated design cycle is repeated many
times while slightly varying design factors
such as glass material and power
distribution. Looking at the final result in
Figure-7 and Figure-10, it can be seen that
the light ray groups converge extremely
well.

Lens barrel design
Now that design of the optical system is completed, the
process moves to the design of the lens barrel which must
hold the lens elements in precise position according to the
optical design values and must move the various lens groups
with high precision during zooming and focusing. Several
basic conditions are required of a lens barrel, as follows:
! The lens barrel must, in every conceivable situation, hold
the lens elements in precise position according to the optical
design values in order to maintain optimum optical
performance at all times.
" Mechanisms must be positioned for superior operability.
# The size and weight should be appropriate for superior
portability.
$ The construction should be designed to ensure maximum
mass production stability.
% The inner walls of the lens barrel should prevent harmful
reflections. 
& The barrel should be provided with sufficient mechanical
strength, durability and weatherability.
The factors listed below must be taken into consideration
when designing the lens barrels for EF lenses, which have
been made completely electronic.
' An electronic mount and various electrical circuitry must
be built into the lens.

Cross section of the EF 24-70 mm f/2.8

Canon - EF Lens Work III-The Eye of EOS, 8e



Real Lenses are Very Complex
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Real Lenses

So far we’ve assumed thin lens and paraxial approximations. 

Real lenses are neither thin nor can we ignore non-paraxial rays. 

So real lens behaviors deviate away from ideal lens, but the same geometrical 
optics principles still apply. 

A typical strategy to correct deviations from ideal lenses is to cascade a 
sequence of lenses, i.e., compound lens.
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Thick Lens Geometry

The same geometric principles still apply; need to consider more parameters. 
Simplifications made for thin lenses won’t apply.

�62

 6.1 Thick Lenses and Lens Systems 257

EXAMPLE 6.1

Find the image distance for an object positioned 30 cm from the 
vertex of a double convex lens having radii of 20 cm and 40 cm, 
a thickness of 1.0 cm, and an index of 1.5. 

SOLUTION 

From Eq. (6.2) the focal length (in centimeters) is

1
ƒ

= (1.5 - 1) c 1
20

- 1
-40

+
(1.5 - 1)1.0
1.5(20)(-40)

d
and ƒ = 26.8 cm. Furthermore,

h1 = -  
26.8(0.50)1.0

-40(1.5)
 = +0.22 cm

and

h2 = -  
26.8(0.5)1.0

20(1.5)
 = -0.44 cm

which means that H1 is to the right of V1, and H2 is to the left of 
V2. Finally, so = 30 + 0.22, whereupon

1
30.2

+ 1
si

= 1
26.8

and si = 238 cm, measured from H2.

The principal points are conjugate to each other. In other 
words, since ƒ = sosi>(so + si), when so = 0, si must be zero, 
because ƒ  is finite and thus a point at H1 is imaged at H2. Fur-
thermore, an object in the first principal plane (xo = -ƒ ) is im-
aged in the second principal plane (xi = -ƒ  ) with unit magnifi-
cation (MT = 1). It is for this reason that they are sometimes 
spoken of as unit planes. Any ray directed toward a point on the 
first principal plane will emerge from the lens as if it originated 
at the corresponding point (the same distance above or below 
the axis) on the second principal plane.

Suppose we now have a compound lens consisting of two 
thick lenses, L1 and L2 (Fig. 6.6). Let so1, si1, and ƒ1 and so2, si2, 
and ƒ2 be the object and image distances and focal lengths for 
the two lenses, all measured with respect to their own principal 

dl is not negligible, one arrives at a very interesting result for the 
thick lens immersed in air. The expression for the conjugate 
points once again can be put in Gaussian form,

 
1
so

+ 1
si

= 1
ƒ

 (6.1)

provided that both these object and image distances are mea-
sured from the first and second principal planes, respectively. 
Moreover, the effective focal length, or simply the focal length, 
ƒ , is also reckoned with respect to the principal planes and is 
given by

 1
ƒ

= (nl - 1) c 1
R1

- 1
R2

+
(nl - 1)dl

nlR1R2
d  (6.2)

The principal planes are located at distances of V1H1 = h1
  and 

V2H2 = h2, which are positive when the planes lie to the right of 
their respective vertices. Figure 6.5 illustrates the arrangement 
of the various quantities. The values of h1 and h2 are (Problem 6.22) 
given by

 h1 = -  
ƒ(nl - 1)dl

R2nl
 (6.3)

and h2 = -  
ƒ(nl - 1)dl

R1nl
 (6.4)

In the same way the Newtonian form of the lens equation holds, 
as is evident from the similar triangles in Fig. 6.4. Thus

 xo xi = ƒ2 (6.5)

so long as ƒ  is given the present interpretation. And from the 
same triangles

 MT =
yi

yo
= -  

xi

ƒ
= -  

ƒ
xo

 (6.6)

Obviously, if dl S 0, Eqs. (6.1), (6.2), and (6.5) are transformed 
into the thin-lens expressions Eqs. (5.17), (5.16), and (5.23). 

Fo

Fi
yo

yi

V1 H1 V2H2

h 1 h 2

dl
xi

si

f

b.f.l.

f

f.f.l.

so

xo

Figure 6.5  Thick-lens geometry.
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Lens Aberrations

Recall paraxial rays are rays that stay close to optical axis throughout the 
system. These rays: 

• are originated from objects close to/on optical axis AND 

• have a small incident angle when approaching the lens 

(Monochromatic) aberrations refer to deviations from ideal lens when 
considering non-paraxial rays, i.e.,: 

• Rays that are not originated from from objects close to/on optical axis OR 

• Have oblique incident angles
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Lens Aberrations

When considering the second term of Taylor series expansion (compared to 
considering only the first term), five forms of aberrations show up: 

• spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field curvature, distortion 

• This is called third-order theory, c.f. paraxial approximation (which is called first-order 
theory or Gaussian Optics). 

Higher-order aberrations show up when considering additional terms. 

Chromatic aberrations: 
• arise from the fact that refractive index is actually a function of frequency. 
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Spherical Aberration

Spherical aberration: aberration 
induced by spherical lens. 

• For a point on the optical axis, not all its 
rays focus at the same point. 

• By extension, not all parallel rays focus at 
the same point.

�65https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_aberration
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Figure 12.12. Diagram of spherical aberration.

lens than light that passes through the lens nearer the optical axis. This process
is called spherical aberration and is illustrated in Figure 12.12. Here, the rays
intersect the optical axis over a given length, and this phenomenon is therefore
called longitudinal spherical aberration. These same rays intersect the image
plane over a region, and this is called transversal spherical aberration.

Finally, in the presence of spherical aberration, the rays form a convex hull
which is curved. This shape is called a caustic. The diameter of the projected
spot is smallest when the image plane is moved to the location associated with the
so-called circle of least confusion, which in Figure 12.12 is in front of the focus
point that would be computed if only paraxial rays were taken into account.

12.3.2 Comatic Aberrations

A second type of aberration stems from the fact that the principal planes discussed
in Section 12.1.1 are only well approximated with planar surfaces very close to the
optical axis. Further away from the optical axis, the principal planes are in effect
principal curved surfaces. Even a small distance away from the optical axis, these
surfaces curve away from the idealized planar shape. The effect is called coma
or comatic aberration and is shown in Figure 12.13. If the marginal rays focus
farther from the optical axis than the principal ray (the off-axis ray that passes

Where non-paraxial rays focus

Color Imaging-Fundamentals and Applications, Reinhard



Spherical Aberration

Spherical aberration: aberration 
induced by spherical lens. 

• For a point on the optical axis, not all its 
rays focus at the same point. 

• By extension, not rays parallel to the 
optical axis focus at the same point. 

Fixing spherical aberrations: 
• Using a combination of convex and 

concave lens 

• Using aspherical/hyperbolic lens
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Spherical lens

Hyperbolic lens

https://photographylife.com/what-is-spherical-aberration

Aspherical lens

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_aberration

https://photographylife.com/what-is-spherical-aberration


Spherical Aberration
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Hubble Space Telescope images of the M-100 galaxy with 
(before repair) and without (after repair) spherical aberration.

https://hubblesite.org/image/4272/news/37-spiral-galaxies

https://photographylife.com/what-is-spherical-aberration


Spherical Aberration in Mirrors

�68http://www.vikdhillon.staff.shef.ac.uk/teaching/phy217/telescopes/phy217_tel_reflectors.html

Spherical Mirror Hyperbolic Mirror

https://www.telescope-optics.net/spherical1_files/spherical1.htm
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Could It Have Been Possible?

https://www.livescience.com/8383-study-archimedes-set-roman-ships-afire-cannons.html
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Could It Have Been Possible?

https://www.livescience.com/8383-study-archimedes-set-roman-ships-afire-cannons.html

• Could Archimedes have made hyperbolic mirrors? 
• Could the ships have happened to be at the focal point?



Coma

Rays from an off-axis point focus on different points. By extension, parallel 
rays that are not parallel to the optical axis don’t focus on the same point.

�70Optics, Hecht, 5ed
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there is, the more the cone departs from the Airy pattern into an 
elongated structure of blotches and arcs that only vaguely sug-
gests the disk-ring structure from which it evolved (Fig. 6.24).

Like SA, coma is dependent on the shape of the lens. Thus a 
strongly concave positive-meniscus lens  with the object at in-
finity will have a large negative coma. Bending the lens so that it 
becomes planar-convex , then equiconvex , convex-planar , 
and finally convex-meniscus  will change the coma from nega-
tive, to zero, to positive. The fact that it can be made exactly zero 
for a single lens with a given object distance is quite significant. 
The particular shape it then has (so = ∞) is almost convex-planar 
and nearly the configuration for minimum SA.

It is important to realize that a lens that is well corrected for 
the case in which one conjugate point is at infinity (so = ∞) may 
not perform satisfactorily when the object is nearby. One would 
therefore do well, when using off-the-shelf lenses in a system 

from the axis. When the outer ring is the intersection of mar-
ginal rays, the distance from 0 to 1 in the image is the tangential 
coma, and the length from 0 to 3 on Σi is termed the sagittal 
coma. A little more than half of the energy in the image appears 
in the roughly triangular region between 0 and 3. The coma 
flare, which owes its name to its cometlike tail, is often thought 
to be the worst of all aberrations, primarily because of its asym-
metric configuration.

It’s not the purview of Geometrical Optics to be concerned 
with interference, but when light reaches the screen in Fig. 6.23, 
it’s certainly to be expected. The coma cone, just like the Gauss-
ian image point, is an oversimplification. The image point is 
really an image disk-ring system, and the coma cone is actually 
a complicated asymmetrical diffraction pattern. The more coma 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.22  (a) Negative coma. (b) and (c) Positive coma. (E.H.)
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Figure 6.23  The geometrical coma image of a monochromatic point 
source. The central region of the lens forms a point image at the vertex of 
the cone.
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4.1.3 Coma

Spherical aberration as presented in the previous section is a basic image defect that
occurs for light rays that propagate parallel to the optical axis. In practice or in most
optical sytems, incident light rays are inclined and propagate at a certain angle with
respect to the optical axis. As shown in figure 4.6, not only spherical aberration, but
additional aberrations occur for such inclined bundles of light.

One of these aberrations is the so-called coma, a.k.a. error of asymmetry. It
appears during imaging of object points outside the Gaussian space, i.e. at high
aperture and field angles (>5°) and thus especially for high objects at short object
distances. This leads to a notably inclined incidence of light rays on an optical
interface and an asymmetric distribution of angles of incidence with respect to the
centre axis of the light bundle as shown in figure 4.7.

As a result of such asymmetric distribution of angles of incidence, a lateral shift in
image points and a difference in image point positions Δy′ with respect to the target

Figure 4.6. Comparison of light propagating on-axis (a) and both on-axis and in the full field (b), i.e. for
inclined incidence.

Figure 4.7. Visualisation of the formation of coma by means of the spot diagram.

Lens Design Basics
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Astigmatism
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Field Curvature

If a lens is free from all previous aberrations, a scene point is sharply imaged 
on a point on the sensor; but the image “plane” is actually a curved surface.
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The image-sensor array of the Kepler space observatory 
is curved to compensate for the field curvature.

https://www.edmundoptics.com/knowledge-center/application-notes/imaging/how-aberrations-affect-machine-vision-lenses/
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Pinhole cameras and ideal lens perform 
perspective projections, where straight 
lines remain straight in images. 

Distortion is deviation from perspective 
projection. It is more significant at the 
extremities of the lens. 

Fisheye lens is an extreme example.

278 Chapter 6 More on Geometrical Optics

which MT decreases with the axial distance, and in effect, each 
point on the image moves radially inward toward the center  
(Fig. 6.34c). 

Distortion can easily be seen by just looking through an ab-
errant lens at a piece of lined or graph paper. Fairly thin lenses 
will show essentially no distortion, whereas ordinary positive or 
negative, thick, simple lenses will generally suffer positive or 
negative distortion, respectively. The introduction of a stop into 
a system of thin lenses is invariably accompanied by distortion, 
as indicated in Fig. 6.35. One exception is the case in which the 
aperture stop is at the lens, so that the chief ray is, in effect, the 
principal ray (i.e., it passes through the principal points, here 
coalesced at O). If the stop is in front of a positive lens, as in 
Fig. 6.35b, the object distance measured along the chief ray will 
be greater than it was with the stop at the lens (S2A 7 S2O). 
Thus xo will be greater and [Eq. (5.26)] MT will be smaller—
ergo, barrel distortion. In other words, MT for an off-axis point 
will be less with a front stop in position than it would be with-
out it. The difference is a measure of the aberration, which, by 
the way, exists regardless of the size of the aperture. In the same 
way, a rear stop (Fig. 6.35c) decreases xo along the chief ray 
(i.e., S2O 7 S2B), thereby increasing MT and introducing pin-
cushion distortion. Interchanging the object and image thus has 
the effect of changing the sign of the distortion for a given lens 
and stop. The aforementioned stop positions will produce the 
opposite effect when the lens is negative.

All of this suggests the use of a stop midway between identical 
lens elements. The distortion from the first lens will precisely can-
cel the contribution from the second. This approach has been used 
to advantage in the design of a number of photographic lenses 
(Fig. 5.115). To be sure, if the lens is perfectly symmetrical and 
operating as in Fig. 6.35d, the object and image distances will be 
equal, hence MT = 1. (Incidentally, coma and lateral color will 
then be identically zero as well.) This applies to (finite conjugate) 

other aberrations, distortion is manifest in a misshaping of the 
image as a whole, even though each point is sharply focused. 
Consequently, when processed by an optical system suffering 
positive or pincushion distortion, a square array deforms, as in 
Fig. 6.34b. In that instance, each image point is displaced radi-
ally outward from the center, with the most distant points mov-
ing the greatest amount (i.e., MT increases with yi). Similarly, 
negative or barrel distortion corresponds to the situation in 

(a) (c)(b)

(d) (e)

Figure 6.34  (a) Undistorted object. (b) When the magnification on the 
optical axis is less than the off-axis magnification, pincushion distortion 
results. (c) When it is greater on axis than off, barrel distortion results.  
(d) Pincushion distortion in a single thin lens. (e) Barrel distortion in a  
single thin lens. (E.H.)

(a)

Orthoscopic

Chief ray

S2

yi
S1 O

(b)

Barrel

Chief ray

S2

S1 O
A

(c)

Pin-cushion

Chief rayS2

S1 O

B
(d)

Chief ray
S2

S1 O

Figure 6.35  The effect of stop location on distortion.
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Chromatic Aberration

�74https://news.smugmug.com/what-is-chromatic-aberration-how-do-i-deal-with-it-26d5a55c0924

Longer-wavelength lights have lower refractive indices



Chromatic Aberration
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Longer-wavelength lights have lower refractive indices

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sellmeier_equation https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-369937-prism---light-dispersion-seamless-loop-hd1080p

The “dispersive power” of the lens material 
dictates the degree of chromatic aberration

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sellmeier_equation
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-369937-prism---light-dispersion-seamless-loop-hd1080p


Fixing Chromatic Aberration: Achromatic doublets
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use 1>ƒ1 = (n1 - 1)r1 and 1>ƒ2 = (n2 - 1)r2 for the two ele-
ments. Then

1
ƒ

= (n1 - 1)r1 + (n2 - 1)r2 - d(n1 - 1)r1(n2 - 1)r2 (6.51)

This expression will yield the focal length of the doublet for red 
(ƒR) and blue (ƒB) light when the appropriate indices are intro-
duced, namely, n1R, n2R, n1B, and n2B. But if  ƒR is to equal ƒB, 
then

1
ƒR

= 1
ƒB

and, using Eq. (6.51),

(n1R - 1)r1 + (n2R - 1)r2 - d(n1R - 1)r1(n2R - 1)r2 =  

 (n1B - 1)r1 + (n2B - 1)r2 - d(n1B - 1)r1(n2B - 1)r2 
 (6.52)

One case of particular importance corresponds to d = 0; that is, 
the two lenses are in contact. Expanding out Eq. (6.52) with  
d = 0 then leads to

 
r1

r2
= -  

n2B - n2R

n1B - n1R
 (6.53)

The focal length of the compound lens (ƒY) can conveniently be 
specified as that associated with yellow light, roughly midway 
between the blue and red extremes. For the component lenses in 
yellow light, 1>ƒ1Y = (n1Y - 1)r1 and 1>ƒ2Y = (n2Y - 1)r2. 
Hence

 
r1

r2
=

(n2Y - 1)
(n1Y - 1)

 
ƒ2Y

ƒ1Y
 (6.54)

Equating Eqs. (6.53) and (6.54) leads to

 
ƒ2Y

ƒ1Y
= -  

(n2B - n2R)>(n2Y - 1)

(n1B - n1R)>(n1Y - 1)
 (6.55)

The quantities
n2B - n2R

n2Y - 1
 and 

n1B - n1R

n1Y - 1

are known as the dispersive powers of the two materials form-
ing the lenses. Their reciprocals, V2 and V1, are variously 
known as the dispersive indices, V-numbers, or Abbe num-
bers. The lower the Abbe numbers, the greater the dispersive 
power. Thus

ƒ2Y

ƒ1Y
= -  

V1

V2

or ƒ1YV1 + ƒ2YV2 = 0 (6.56)

Since the dispersive powers are positive, so too are the V-numbers. 
This implies, as we anticipated, that one of the two component 
lenses must be negative, and the other positive, if Eq. (6.56) is to 
obtain; that is, if ƒR is to equal ƒB.

chromatically aberrant lens illuminated by white light will fill a 
volume of space with a continuum of more or less overlapping 
images, varying in size and color. Because the eye is most sensi-
tive to the yellow-green portion of the spectrum, the tendency is 
to focus the lens for that region. With such a configuration one 
would see all the other colored images superimposed and slightly 
out of focus, producing a whitish blur or hazed overlay.

When the blue focus, FB, is to the left of the red focus, FR, the 
A · CA is said to be positive, as it is in Fig. 6.37. Conversely, a 
negative lens would generate negative A · CA, with the more 
strongly deviated blue rays appearing to originate at the right of 
the red focus. Physically, what is happening is that the lens, 
whether convex or concave, is prismatic in shape; that is, it be-
comes either thinner or thicker as the radial distance from the 
axis increases. As you well know, rays are therefore deviated 
either toward or away from the axis, respectively. In both cases 
the rays are bent toward the thicker “base” of the prismatic cross 
section. But the angular deviation is an increasing function of n, 
and therefore it decreases with l. Hence blue light is deviated 
the most and is focused nearest the lens. In other words, for a 
convex lens the red focus is farthest and to the right; for a con-
cave lens it is farthest and to the left.

The human eye has a substantial amount of chromatic aberra-
tion which is compensated for by several psychophysical mecha-
nisms. Still, it’s possible to see the effect with a small purple dot: 
held close to the eye, it will appear blue at the center surrounded 
by red; farther away it will appear red surrounded by blue.

Thin Achromatic Doublets

All of this suggests that a combination of two thin lenses, one 
positive and one negative, could conceivably result in the pre-
cise overlapping of FR and FB (Fig. 6.39). Such an arrangement 
is said to be achromatized for those two specific wavelengths. 
Notice that what we would like to do is effectively eliminate the 
total dispersion (i.e., the fact that each color is deviated by a 
different amount) and not the total deviation itself. With the two 
lenses separated by a distance d,

 
1
ƒ

= 1
ƒ1

+ 1
ƒ2

- d
ƒ1ƒ2

 [6.8]

Rather than writing out the second term in the Thin-Lens  
Equation [Eq. (5.15), p. 167] let’s abbreviate the notation and 

H2

Red

Blue Yellow
H1

Figure 6.39  An achromatic doublet. The paths of the rays are much 
exaggerated.
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Crown (low 
refractive index, 
low dispersion)

Flint (high 
refractive index, 
high dispersion)
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EF 600mm f/4L IS USM

EF 600mm f/4L IS USM·1/80sec.·f/9

*1 Bodies: EOS-1V/HS, EOS-3, EOS-1Ds Mark II, EOS-1Ds, EOS-1D Mark II N, EOS-1D Mark II,
EOS-1D (all when using rechargeable battery pack)

*2 Dust-proof and drip-proof models: EOS-1V/HS, EOS-1Ds Mark II, EOS-1Ds, EOS-1D Mark II
N, EOS-1D Mark II, EOS-1D, Extender EF 1.4xII, Extender EF 2xII

! Focal length and maximum aperture: 600 mm 1:4
! Lens construction: 17 elements in 13 groups (protective glass and drop-in filter included) 
! Diagonal angle of view: 4° 10’
! Focus adjustment: Ring-type USM, inner focusing system, full-time manual focus
! Closest focusing distance: 5.5 m/ 18 ft., 0.12 x magnification ! Filter size: 52 mm rear drop in
! Max. diameter x length, weight: ø 168 x 456 mm, 5,360 g/ 6.6” x 18”, 11.8 lbs.

Filling the frame with unapproachable subjects.
Excellent for photographing wild animals in the jungle or on the
playing field.
The photographer’s dream is to get right up close to the driver as
his racecar careens around a corner at 200mph and capture the
tension on his face, or sneak up on a hungry lion in the jungle
and capture his subdued aggressiveness digitally or on film. For
better or for worse, these acts are physically dangerous or simply
impossible, but with a super telephoto lens, the photograph is not
impossible. A 600mm lens lets you capture all those dramatic
sports and wildlife moments with the visual impact of physical
immediacy. The subtle movements of a subject moving far off in
the distance can be brought in to fill the frame, with visual
tension enhanced by the perspective compression that only a

super telephoto lens can deliver.
Normally, this class of lens requires a tripod, but with the Image
Stabilizing mechanism, all you need is a monopod for total
mobility.

" EF 600mm f/4L IS USM
This new 600mm super telephoto lens is equipped with an Image
Stabilizer system and has a large aperture of f/4, providing the
finest image performance in its class. It offers reliable capabilities
when used to photograph wild animals or field sports. The optical
system includes one fluorite lens element and two UD lens
elements that eliminate secondary spectrum, resulting in a level of
image quality with high contrast previously impossible to attain.
With its improved drive algorithm, its autofocus is the fastest in

the world*1. The closest focusing distance has been reduced to
5.5m/18ft. In addition to using a full-time mechanical manual
focus and an AF stop function, the focus preset and other features
were improved to make it easier to use. The use of a magnesium
alloy for its principal parts has reduced its weight, making
holding and mobility better than ever. It offers superior dust-proof
and drip-proof*2 performance for outstanding photography in the
field.

EF 600mm 
Super telephoto lenses

! UD lens  ! Fluorite 
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f/2.8 aperture brightness and IS flexibility.
This EF-S large-diameter standard zoom lens satisfies the most
demanding professionals.

With its Image Stabilizer and large diameter, this lens dramatically
expands the scope of what can be photographed, as well as how it is
expressed. Fleeting moments of natural beauty at dawn, for example,
or views of city skylines at night can be beautifully captured with
handheld shots. In portrait photography, the large diameter can create
a shallow depth of field that sets your subject apart from the
background for expressive results that are truly impressive. By freeing
you from camera-shake blur and empowering you with a large
maximum aperture, this flexible, high-quality standard zoom lens lets
you explore infinite photographic possibilities. 

! EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM *1

This large-aperture EF-S Series standard zoom lens features an
optical system consisting of 19 lens elements in 12 groups. Three
aspherical lens elements (one glass-molded and two replica
surfaces) efficiently compensate for aberration fluctuations over
the entire zoom range while enabling a large f/2.8 aperture and
high image quality. Two UD lenses also reduce secondary
chromatic aberrations to produce high-resolution, high-contrast
images without colour bleeding around subject edges. The inner
focus and a ring-type USM achieve silent, high-speed
autofocusing, while full-time manual focus override offers
excellent operability by enabling users to tweak focusing without
exiting the autofocusing mode. Now it’s easier to determine the
ideal focus when shooting portrait and close-up photos with a
large aperture setting. A circular aperture diaphragm contributes
to beautiful background blur, and the optimised lens
configuration and coating reduce the flare and ghost so common
with digital cameras. This outstanding optical performance and
operability is further enhanced by an Image Stabilizer that
reduces the amount of camera-shake blur to roughly that of a 3 
f-stop faster shutter speed.*2 Clearly, this standard zoom lens
meets the stringent requirements of professionals. The lens
mechanism is designed to ensure that it fits only EOS DIGITAL
SLR cameras designed to take EF-S lenses, and it is equipped
with a special attachment indicator and protective rubber mount
ring to prevent mistaken attempts to attach it to other EOS SLR
cameras, and to prevent damage to the camera body. 
(→ P.128 Special characteristics of EF-S lenses)

*1 Can be used only with EOS DIGITAL SLR cameras designed to take EF-S
lenses.

* Compatible EOS DIGITAL SLR cameras: EOS 30D, EOS 20D, EOS 20Da,
EOS 400D DIGITAL, EOS 300D DIGITAL (as of September 2006)

*2 Based on a shutter speed of 1/focal length x 1.6 seconds, which is considered
the limit for handheld photography without image stabilization.

EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM ·1/100sec.·f/4

EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM
" Focal length and maximum aperture: 17-55mm 1:2.8
" Lens construction: 19 elements in 12 groups " Diagonal angle of view: 78°30’-27°50’
" Focus adjustment: Ring-type USM, inner focusing system, full-time manual focus
" Closest focusing distance: 0.35 m/1.5 ft., 0.17 x magnification
" Zoom system: Rotation type " Filter size: 77 mm
" Max. diameter x length, weight: ø 83.5 x 110.6 mm, 645 g/3.3” x 4.4”, 1.4 lbs.

This lens can be used only with cameras designed to take EF-S lenses
(Cannot be used with other EOS SLR cameras)

EF-S 17-55mm
Standard zoom lenses

Exclusively for EF-S compatible SLR cameras

" Aspherical lens   " UD lens
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EF Lens Technology

Sixteen Technologies Used in High-
Performance EF Lenses

Figure-14  EF 85mm f/1.2L@USM Optical System - Ray Tracing Diagram

Figure-15  EF 14mm f/2.8L USM Optical System - Ray Tracing Diagram

Figure-16  EF/FD Zoom Lens: Size Comparison

Figure-17  Principle of Aspherical Lens Effect

Spherical aberration of spherical lens

Focal point alignment with aspherical lens

Photo-11  Ultra-High-Precision Glass Molded Aspherical Lens Die

Figure-18  Aspherical Surface Shape Precision Measurement Results

However, there were limits on the mass production of ground-
glass aspherical lenses, so around 1978, Canon succeeded in
applying this aspherical processing technology to a die molding
process and developed a practical, high-precision plastic molding
system for producing small-aperture aspherical lenses in mass
quantity and at low cost. Lenses manufactured with this system
were employed in compact cameras in the AF rangefinding
system and in some shooting lenses (Snappy/AF35MII). In the
early 1980s, Canon continued its research and development efforts
in the area of large-aperture glass-molded aspherical lenses, and
succeeded in developing a practical production system in 1985.
These glass-molded aspherical lenses are manufactured by
directly molding glass material in a molding machine
incorporating an ultra-high-precision aspherical metal die. This
enables high precision sufficient to satisfy the performance
requirements of SLR interchangeable lenses as well as mass
production at relatively low cost. In 1990, Canon added a fourth
aspherical lens production technology to its arsenal by
developing technology for producing replica aspherical lenses
by using ultraviolet-light-hardening resin to form an aspherical
surface layer on a spherical glass lens. In the development of
EF lenses, these four aspherical lens types give Canon lens
designers great flexibility in being able to choose the best type
of lens for each application. Aspherical lenses are particularly
useful for
! compensating spherical aberrations in large-aperture lenses, 
! compensating distortion in wide-angle lenses, and
! enabling production of compact, high-quality zoom lenses.
Actual examples of such applications are shown in Figure-14

Aspherical lens

Aspherical lens
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The primary task of a photographic lens is to reproduce an image of
a subject as clearly and accurately as possible on film or via digital
capture. This is not, however, an easy task, because lens elements
invariably have properties and imperfections which prevent them
from accurately converging light rays into a single point and which
tend to disperse light near the edges. These properties, which
prevent a group of light rays from a single subject point from
reconverging at the ideal image point or cause dispersion when the
light rays pass through the lens, are called aberrations.
Put simply, the main objective of lens design is “to determine
lens construction data for minimising aberrations.” However,
although there is no single ideal solution for the design of a
certain type of lens, there are countless solutions which
approach the ideal. The problem becomes which solution to
select, and how that selection is made greatly determines the
performance of the lens. 
A method of lens design used since the 19th century is a
method of calculation called ray tracing. Although this
method makes it possible to determine aberrations, it only
allows calculations in one direction (i.e., the calculation of
aberrations for a predetermined lens design) and thus does
not allow lens construction data to be determined from
aberration specifications. 
In the mid-1960’s, Canon became the first company to
successfully develop practical computer software for analytically
determining detailed lens construction data of near-optimum lens
configurations achieving minimal aberrations (target values),
together with computer software for automatically directing the
analysis procedure.
Since then, Canon has
continued to develop many
other original computer
programs for use in lens
design. At present, use of
this software enables Canon
to consistently produce
precision lenses with the
original product concept
virtually unchanged in the
final product. Equating the
act of designing a lens to
climbing a mountain at
night, Canon’s advancement
from conventional lens
design techniques to its
current computerised lens
design methods is
equivalent to leaping from
a state where a flashlight
illuminates only the feet in
pitch black darkness and
nothing can be done except
to keep walking, to a state
where not only the road but

also the objective point can be clearly seen, allowing sure and
steady progress to the desired goal.

There are three general image formation requirements of an
ideal photographic lens: 
! The light rays from a single subject point should converge
at a single point after passing through the lens. 
" The image of a flat subject perpendicular to the optical
axis should be contained in a plane behind the lens,
# The shape of a flat subject perpendicular to the optical axis
should be accurately reproduced without distortion in the
image. In addition to these three general requirements, Canon
adds one more:
$ The colours in the subject should be accurately reproduced
in the image. 
Although the above four requirements are “ideal” and can
therefore never be perfectly satisfied, it is always possible to
make improvements which come closer to those ideals.
Canon’s constant goal is to produce lenses which are in the
market’s top class in terms of every facet of performance and
quality. To accomplish this, lofty objectives are set. The latest
technology combined with years of accumulated experience
and knowledge are used to realise lenses having the best
possible picture quality with the simplest possible lens
construction.

Constantly Pursuing the Best:
Canon’s Lens Design Concept

1

Photo-1 CAD-facilitated lens design

( )Canon’s idea of an ideal lens

Canon - EF Lens Work III-The Eye of EOS, 8e
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Depth of Field



Defocus Blur

If CoC is greater than a threshold, the point appears blur. 
• Multiple pixels get some rays from that point 

• Blur from defocus; c.f. motion blur
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Defocus Blur

If CoC is greater than a threshold, the point appears blur. 
• Multiple pixels get some rays from that point 

• Blur from defocus; c.f. motion blur
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Bokeh

Bokeh is the size of an out-of-focus/defocused point. 

Shape of bokeh is ~shape of the aperture.
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�83https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bokeh



�84https://www.instructables.com/DIY-Heart-shaped-Bokeh/



�84https://www.instructables.com/DIY-Heart-shaped-Bokeh/



A

Depth of Field

Given that the sensor is focused on objects at distance T, what are the nearest 
and farthest scene points that will be in focus?
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DOF

T



Depth of Field

�86

DOF =
2CT2N

f 2
T: distance to object in focus f: focal length

C: CoC threshold N: F-number (f/A)

A

DOF

T

* Note: you can infer T from f and the lens-sensor distance given a camera, but from f alone we can’t infer T.



F-Number

�87https://photobizblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/aperture.jpg http://sonyaddict.com/2019/09/02/7artisans-35mm-f-1-4-now-available/

N =
f
A

=
focal length

aperture size

https://photobizblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/aperture.jpg
http://sonyaddict.com/2019/09/02/7artisans-35mm-f-1-4-now-available/


The irradiance of a pixel (photons per area) 
is proportional to: 

• 1. square of aperture size A (the amount of 
photons that are allowed through) 

• 2. inverse square of the focal length (remember 
irradiance falls off quadratically with distance) 

• So pixel irradiance ~= 1/N2

Why F-Number is So-Defined?
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N =
f
A

=
focal length

aperture size

f

A

f

A



How to Increase DOF?

1. Focus on farther away (e.g., landscape)
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DOF =
2CT2N

f 2
T: distance to object in focus f: focal length

C: CoC threshold N: F-number (f/A)



�90https://markdenneyphotography.com/blog

A large T



�91https://markdenneyphotography.com/blog

A small T



How to Increase DOF?

1. Increase T: focus on farther away (e.g., landscape) 

2. Reduce A: use a large F-number (smaller aperture)

�92

DOF =
2CT2N

f 2
T: distance to object in focus f: focal length

C: CoC threshold N: F-number (f/A)



Small Aperture Increases DOF
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f/1.4; DOF = 0.8 cm f/4.0; DOF = 2.2 cm f/22; DOF = 12.4 cm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_of_field

A ↓ ; F-Number ↑; DOF ↑

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_of_field
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Motion Blur vs. DOF Trade-off

�95

Kanazawa & NgCS184/284A

f / 4 
1/125 sec

f / 11 
1/15 sec

f / 32 
1/2 sec

Constant Exposure: Depth of Field vs Motion Blur

• Photographers must trade off depth of field and motion blur for moving subjects

A small aperture 
increases the exposure 
time and motion blur.

Slide credit: Ren Ng



Large Apertures for Small DOFs

Large DOF is not always desirable 
• Portrait photography needs a small 

(shallow) DOF, which requires a 
large aperture. 

Smartphone cameras can’t have a 
large aperture. Computational 
photography to the rescue 

• “synthesis depth of field”

�96https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/10/portrait-mode-on-pixel-2-and-pixel-2-xl.html



Synthetic Depth of Field
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G
oogle Pixel 2

Shot an all-in-focus photo Estimate pixel depths Blur background pixels



DOF of a Pinhole Camera

A pinhole camera effectively has an infinite depth of field. 
• Ideal pinhole camera is a special camera with an infinitesimal aperture. 

• Everything is in-focus; each point has only one ray reaching the sensor — unless the 
pinhole size is large.

�98

DOF =
2CT2N

f 2

N =
f
A



How to Increase DOF?

1. Increase T: focus on farther away (e.g., landscape) 

2. Reduce A: use a large F-number (smaller aperture) 
• Affects exposure time (motion blur) 

3. Decrease f: shorter focal length 
• Just remember that f affects magnification and field of view too.

�99

DOF =
2CT2N

f 2
T: distance to object in focus f: focal length

C: CoC threshold N: F-number (f/A)
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Making Use of Blur



Motion Blur vs. Defocused Blur

�101https://pixabay.com/id/photos/kabur-mengaburkan-kedalaman-lapangan-193817/ https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.were-better-than-10th-says-frustrated-ricciardo-as-he-vows-to-make-it-happen.5BsABn0Xuu0nwH4BPIaP4H.html



Infer Speed from Motion Blur

1. Translate # of pixels to distance 
on the sensor using pixel size. 

2. Translate the distance on sensor 
to the distance in the scene 
(depends on the scene depth). 

3. Use exposure time to estimate the 
object speed.
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N pixels

https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.were-better-than-10th-says-frustrated-ricciardo-as-he-vows-to-make-it-happen.5BsABn0Xuu0nwH4BPIaP4H.html



Motion from Blur Challenges

�103https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.were-better-than-10th-says-frustrated-ricciardo-as-he-vows-to-make-it-happen.5BsABn0Xuu0nwH4BPIaP4H.html

Spatially varying motion

Non-linear motion

https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/21/sport/usain-bolt-baby-twins-born-intl-hnk/index.html



Depth From Defocused Blur

�104https://pixabay.com/id/photos/kabur-mengaburkan-kedalaman-lapangan-193817/ https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.were-better-than-10th-says-frustrated-ricciardo-as-he-vows-to-make-it-happen.5BsABn0Xuu0nwH4BPIaP4H.html

f

f

Scene depth is proportional to the CoC size.



Depth From Defocus Challenges

�105https://pixabay.com/id/photos/kabur-mengaburkan-kedalaman-lapangan-193817/ https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.were-better-than-10th-says-frustrated-ricciardo-as-he-vows-to-make-it-happen.5BsABn0Xuu0nwH4BPIaP4H.html

CoCs of Point 1 and Point 3 are the same, but they have different depth.
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Defocus of general lens

FocusFar Near
PSFs at different depths

𝑧 Sensor

Lens

trentwoodsphoto.com

Circular lens 
aperture

In focus

Near out of focus

Far out of focus

× Identical PSF at both sides of the focal plane.
× Impossible to tell the depth based on the blur size.

Slide credit: Vivek Boominathan
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Independent-crafted designs

Veeraraghavan et al., 2007

FocusFar Near

Aperture plane

FocusFar

𝑧 Sensor

Lens

Aperture plane 𝑧 Sensor

Lens

Levin et al., 2007
(previously discussed)

× The difference in PSFs across depth is only in scale.

Slide credit: Vivek Boominathan
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PhaseCam3D sensor – Three upgrades

Optical System Digital network

…

PhaseCam3D sensor

❑ Phase-coded aperture
❑ Digital network
❑ End-to-end learning

SensorPhase mask

Lens

Depth map

Scene

More light. More control in PSFs.

Glass height map

Better for reconstruction.
Joint learning.

Yicheng Wu, Vivek Boominathan, et. al. “PhaseCam3D - Learning Phase Masks For Passive Single-view Depth Estimation”

Slide credit: Vivek Boominathan
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Fabricate the learned phase mask

Fabricated phase mask

2.835 mm 

Phase mask 
glass height map

Yicheng Wu, Vivek Boominathan, et. al. “PhaseCam3D - Learning Phase Masks For Passive Single-view Depth Estimation”

Slides from Vivek Boominathan


